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][ntroduction
　　Within Japanese familialstructures, itis most often the role of the housewife to make
financial decisions. Affectionately known by the time-honored Japanese phrase, ａ good
wife and wise mother, the woman of the house is expected to know the best ways to
allocate family finances. Some of these responsibilities may include child rearing costs,
educational ｅχpenses, possible overseas travel, and ensure that the family has saved
enough money for retirement. Previous discussions by the author with ａ focus group
consisting of Japanese housewives echoed the sentiment that investing in the stock
market is perceived as highly risky and akin to a legalized form of gambling for the affluent
(N. Fuseya, personal communication, December 19, 2006).
　　So, where does the nation's savings end up? Living in Japan itis virtuallyimpossible to
avoid the 25,000 nationwide branch offices,sheer convenience, and financial security of
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the Japanese Postal bank. In fact,for millions of Japanese, the post office－ which acts as
sales agents for insurance and investment products －is their only bank. When the
Koizumi administration decided to privatize the postal bank, Faiola (2005)reported that it
was essentially the largest bank in the world with assets of $3 trillionas Japan Post
receives 28％of Japan's household savings｡
　　Yet, convenience and risk aversion does come at a price. Although a large percentage
of the nation's savings remain squirreled away in the postal bank vaults, the problem is
that　these　accounts　are　earning　less　than　1%　annual　interest　in　federally　insured
certificate　of deposit (CD)accounts. There　is　certainly nothing wrong with being
inherently conservative provided a person has enough cash to fund a lifetime's worth of
expenses. While this may be the case for an elite minority of society,itis not the financial
reality for the average Japanese family circa 2008. T)day, consumer loan businesses dot
the urban landscape revealing ａ nation increasingly mired in personal debt. Concurrently,
the once vaunted high national savings rate resembles ａ faded cultural footnote from the
Showa era. While the national savings rate once represented an admirable 23% of
household disposable income back in 1975, more recent data from 2005 reveals that this
percentage has steadily dropped to ａ record low of 3.1％Qapan Times, 2007), and now
rivals the poor saving habits of households in the United States. Moreover, the investment
choices earmarked for these diminished savings accounts remain quite conservative.
Fiscal common sense seems to have given way to unbridled consumption of brand name
goods (Quasha, 2005).
　　With this shiftin values, it certainly appears as though the nation would benefit from
including personal finance in the educational system. Ａ deeper understanding of personal
finance education has the potential to stem the current tide of rising personal debt and
help the average wage earner gain higher returns on low interest bearing savings
accounts. More importantly, better financial education would be a welcome contribution
toward the livelihood of women. It would provide necessary financial leverage to the
growing　number　of unmarried　and　single　mothers　in Japan　documented　in　the
government's annual White Paper (2005). Additionally, financial independence among
women would elevate the role of housewives beyond the stereotype of a glorified
domestic servant. Perhaps ａ far-reaching goal would be for Japanese women to help raise
capital as potential entrepreneurs that could create new businesses｡
　　Since Japan ｅχperiencedａ prolonged deflationary cycle during the post-bubble 199O's,
many young people today have yet to face the specter of escalating consumer prices.
Therefore, without any firsthand knowledge of inflation, class discussions revealed that
young people found it incomprehensible that ａlow interest savings rates would need to
outperform the inflation rate to effectively pay for future life eχpenses. In fact,it took far
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too much class time to ｅχplainthis seemingly logical economic point. So, it was based on
these student encounters that l initiatedａ qualitative 3-year study that culminated with
this research paper. On ａ personal level, it is my belief that investment savvy young
women are more likely to land prominent positions within the Japanese corporate world
and make better contributions to society.This attainment of financialknowledge will help
our university graduate more empowered adults capable of charting their own course in
life.
Social][ssues Affecting Retirement ][ncomes
　　As part of the academic training in an academic skillscourse for Ｐ year management
majors at Sugiyama Women's University, the prevailing Japanese social conditions are
initiallytaught and discussed to provide students with a background for the reasons
personal investing should become an integral component of their adult lifestyle.With
increasing longevity and falling fertilityrates, Japan faces ａ new social and economic
environment in which the population is rapidly changing. Japan's elderly population (aged
65 or older)ｎｏｗrepresents ａrecord high at 20.8 percent of the total population (Ministry
ofInternal Affairs and Communication, 2006). By 2015, one in four people in Japan will be
elderly. Falling birth rates are also expected to shrink Japan's population to around 95
million people (frｏｍthe current 128 million)by mid-century, which will impact the labor
market, housing sector, and markets for most consumer goods (Allianz, 2007).
　　Ifthis sharp demographic shift were not enough to trigger the warning bells, there is
also the unnerving fiscal reality that the Japanese national budget continues to operate
well in the red. Today, gross debt as ａ percentage of GDP remains at an alarming 147%.
Remarkably, this figure represents a higher combined amount than the second and third
debtor nations, France 72％and Germany 68％respectively (Moffet & Nakamichi, 2007).
Although the Koizumi administration did attempt to curtail the cycle of pork barrel
infrastructure projects that has dominated the politicalarena for decades, it has been quite
difficult　breaking　the　chain　of coddled　relationships　among　bureaucrats　and　the
construction sector. It is no wonder citizens remain weary of government overtures to
increase taxes as government scandals continue to grace the front pages of the daily
newspapers.
　　To alleviate this looming fiscal labyrinth, the Liberal Democratic Party, or LDI^
continues to float the idea of a gradual increase for the nation's consumption tax from its
current rate of 5％けｏａmore northern European level of ｎ －17％, as Japan grapples with
ways to provide quality health care for the elderly and maintain the current level of social
welfare Qapan News Review, 2007). While the aforementioned data supports the need to
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quickly rectify this formidable social problem, Japan's ruling parties continue to vacillate
on the issue of whether to increase the consumer taχ.Although it does appear inevitable,
pundits tend to view the consumption tax increase as potential politicalsuicide for the
incumbent prime minister (Forbes, 2005).
Participants
Student Reactions to the Government P川)osals
　　Another sign of public skepticism is that young Japanese remain disillusioned by
hollow government promises to provide an adequate national pension system to its
citizens.Ａ class survey of 14 students revealed that 12 (ｏr86%)did not expect to receive
any retirement income from the pension system. Further inquiry and discussion
generated feelings of confusion and helplessness. It was clearly not my intention to create
ａsomber class mood, but rather an attempt to place students in the experiential role ofａ
future member of society and eventual retiree. This segment of class proved quite cogent
since it stimulated interest regarding the topic and led to more active involvement
amongst previously indifferent students｡
　　To help remedy the national budget woes, the next topic introduced was the possibility
of promoting immigration to Japan. Ｅχperts on international migration have determined
that Japan requires ａ more open immigration policy to better compete in the 21^' century
global economy (Papademetriou & Hamilton, 2001). This politicalinitiativewould envision
large　legions　of young　foreign　workers　flocking　to　the Japanese　archipelago　and
contributing sizeable portions of their wages into the national pension and socialinsurance
programs. According to The New York Times article,“Insular Japan Needs, but Resists,
Immigration," ａ UN report recently forecast that to maintain the size of its working
population, "Japan would need 17 million new immigrants by 2050," which “would
represent 18 percent of the [Japanese]population" compared to today's one percent. ０ｕ「
class discussion on this topic led us to question whether this bold policy initiative was
even remotely possible｡
　　Today, many foreign workers in Japan -- especially those of Japanese descent- remain
employed in lower skilled manufacturing jobs or within the service sector (Tsuda，2006;
Yamanaka, 1993). While these temporary workers certainly provide the potential to help
subsidize the aforementioned budgetary deficit,the realityis that foreign laborers meager
earnings are significantlylower than the national average and will likely never offset the
retirement of taχ-payingsocially obligated Japanese workers.
　　In addition,ａ sizeable increase of foreign workers runs the risk of threatening the
cultural tradition of social harmony. Moreover, new arrivals to Japan face ａsteep language
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learning curve along with cultural barriers that limit assimilation. Narratives addressing
the troubled assimilation of the approximate　ｌ　million Korean immigrants in Japan
revealed that discrimination remains prevalent and opportunities for upward mobility are
socially restricted (Kim, 2004: Wender, 2005).
　　Also, any immigration promotion policy may encounter opposition from right-wing
politiciansor interest groups that view it as ａthreat to Japanese identity and nationality.In
the end, student responses for this proposal were not very supportive. Their answers
echoed the sentiment that there is simply no guarantee ａcomprehensive immigration plan
would help reverse the rising tide of public debt. Due to the Japanese government's lack
of experience in multiculturalism, students feared that the majority of immigrant workers
could just as easily flee the country for higher wages and lower taxes in other countries
should the Japanese government decide to place more of the financial burden on the
shoulders of these new arrivals.
　　Ａthird option, and one that the author advocates, is to educate a higher percentage of
the population in the area of personal finance. Using this kind of action plan would
encourage more young people today to become actively involved in their own retirement
investments. This approach would have several distinct advantages. First,it would shift
the burden of retirement planning away from the public sector onto the computer trading
screens of the nation's private citizens. Such ａ move would enable the government to
gradually designate less public finance as income replacement for retired people.
Therefore, any public opposition against future diminished pension system payouts should
be muffled because ａlarger percentage of the population would offset this shortfall with
personal gains generated by their own investments.
　　Since the impending demographic shift is going to further strain public debt, ａ more
holistic move toward a financially adept society is an advisable option rather than the
proposed steady consumption taχhike over the neχt decade. In fact,the latter is always ａ
tenuous maneuver for policymakers. And if history is any guide in Japan, ａpoorly timed
consumption taχincrease 一一which hastily occurred in 1997 under the tutelage of the
Hashimoto cabinet － can push the nation into ａ prolonged recession and/or inflationary
spiral(Koo, 2001).
In Search of the Financial Prosumer
　　Incorporating personal finance into the educational system will accordingly help
improve Japanese students' knowledge of the global economy. By actively looking for the
best global returns for their money, young people can learn to identify growing economies
and anticipate future business trends beyond the domestic front. This element of critical
thinking has the potential to help students foresee global shifts.As investments become ａ
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significant part of students' life experiences, they can continue to learn and grow as
educated individuals. With a profoundly deeper understanding of international economies
and markets, Japanese university students will become ａ more internationally aware
segment of society and ａ much sought after source of human capitalfor future employers.
　　Noted futurists T)ffler and Toffler (2006)have dubbed this growing trend for people to
combine the knowledgeable elements of a producer with the role of ａ consumer, and
termed it“prosumer." This function of prosuming is already quite evident for adult women
throughout Japan.　The　numerous　volunteer　activities　conducted　as　members　of
neighborhood associations, the PTA, and festivalorganizing are allareas of prosuming. To
promote more empowered Japanese women, the 21^' century challenge is to integrate
investing into their prosumer lifestyle｡
　　Lastly, with the bursting　of the bubble　economy　and　subsequent　corporate
restructuring, time-honored social contracts such as lifetime employment and generous
company severance packages － so prevalent during the Showa era － are unfortunately
becoming less commonplace. In addition, as bankruptcies are less of an anomaly in
corporate Japan, the rising numbers of company employees summarily left without
enough financial security for their silver years is on the rise (Schulz, 2004). For today's
young people, any vision of joining ａ well-known company with the underlying premise
that the employer would look afterits workers is no longer ａcertainty.In the current job
market, even among the most reputable companies, there is simply no guarantee of ａ
lifetime job or ａgenerous retirement payout. However, there does appear to be additional
measures of assistance that could benefit the next generation of retirees.
Financial Structural Reform
　　Under the guidance of former finance minister Heizo Takenaka, Japan introduced its
own version of the 401(k). Originally created in the United States in 1981, and named
afterａ section of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code, a 401(k)is ａ type of retirement plan
that allows employees to save and invest for their own retirement. A 401(k)plan allows ａ
worker to put money away for retirement while deferring income taxes on the saved
money and earnings until withdrawal at retirement age. The employee elects to have ａ
portion of his or her wage paid directly,or deferred, into a 401(k)account. In participant-
directed plans (the most common option), the employee can select from ａ number of
investment options, usually an assortment of mutual funds that emphasize stocks, bonds,
money market investments, or some mix of the above. Many companies' 401(k)plans also
offer the option to purchase the company's stock. One of the main advantages of the
savings program is that a 401(k)plan account is not considered an asset of the employer or
company. Rather, itis held in trust in ａ separate account for the individual employee. This
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means that the 401(k)plan money, which includes allcontributions and allvested company
contributions, is not commingled with the company's money. Best of all,ａ company cannot
access an employee's 401(k)plan money for any purpose related to maintaining its
business (IRS, 2007).
　　Given the changing corporate climate in Japan, the prospect for more wide scale
adoption of the Japan 401(k)represents ａ beacon on the horizon for future retirees.
However, one of the keys to ensure ａ more successful rollout of the program is to educate
participants regarding investments. Without more knowledgeable participants in the
system, the Japan 401(k)will never generate the consistent 7－9％average returns that
can help offset the 2－4% commissions fees currently charged by brokerage firms and/or
financial planners that specialize in offering mutual funds or investment trusts. If the
investment acumen of participants reaches beyond ａ basic comprehension level and
generates investment success stories among citizens, this should provide an incentive for
more people to join the Japan 401(k). At this point, the program will become recognized as
ａbona fide alternative to the threadbare national pension system.
Methods
Why Blue Chip Stocks?
　　According to previous scholarship, (Siegel, 2002; Makiel, 2007)the long-term
investment returns generated by United States stocks listed on the S&P 500, with
reinvested dividends, has returned an annual average rate of 8％since the 189O's.
Unfortunately, when this historical fact is ｅχplained in class it failsto elicit much of ａ
response. The reason is because 18 year-old students are unable to neither understand
the notion of a blue chip stock nor appreciate such long-term aspects of investing for the
future.
　　At this juncture of the class,l presented ａ short list of well-known U.S.stocks that are
considered blue chips. From here, students worked in pairs to discuss the various
industries of these companies. Next, l asked them to predict which of the following
companies (Proctor & Gamble － better known as P&G, 3M, and McDonalds)provided the
best investment return for its shareholders since 1970. These companies were chosen on
the criteriathat they allhave operations in Japan and students are generally aware of each
company's products. Regarding investment return, class predictions always varied as
students expressed that they had never quite thought about such ａ question before. This
step provided a crucial stage since participants slowly became more curious about the
class topic and more involved in the lesson. Upon further elicitationthat allowed students
to reflect on their predictions, additional small group work helped students tap into critical
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thinking skills to defend the reasons why they chose their particular answers. At last,
after compiling ａ class vote using the blackboard to tally responses, the answer of
McDonalds was revealed. The neχt objective was to determine how much ofａreturn the
famous fast food giant company provided to itsinvestors｡
　　Using a printed out graph culled from Yahoo Finance － see below － students were
then instructed to work in pairs to try to determine the basic stock data. Usually, most of
the students in class can comprehend the current stock price and identify the historical
prices located on the timeline dating back to 1970. For the next step, l posed students
with the question that should help them appreciate the time value of stock investing. If
your grandparents had purchased 100 shares of McDonalds stock back in 1970 at the
market price of $50 per share equaling a total of $5,000, how many shares would they own
today?
　　The question represents somewhat of ａriddle. As students ｅχploredthe graph, some
quicklyanswered 100 shares,assuming thatthe totalnumber of shares never changed,
while others searched for some possible missing clues. While l have attempted this
exercise over the past 3 years, each group came up with different answers. However, ａ
few pairs within each class always managed to ask the key question; “what is ａ stock
split?"
　　Upon further review, one can rather easily locate within the McDonalds price graph
multitudes of small diamond-shaped figures that indicate ａ stock splitby the company. Just
below the stock chart graph are the corresponding value amounts for these stock splits.
My own experience revealed that this step can be an overwhelming task for students to
comprehend and must be explained in very basic terms. Here students are taught that one
of the main reasons companies choose to split their stock is to entice more investors to
purchase it at ａ lower price. Granted, a stock split is supposedly ａ mere accounting
procedure, yet it does have ａ more self-serving corporate goal in mind. Once the stock has
split,it then has a higher propensity to once again rise up to ａ new high －assuming
corporate earnings continually ｅχceedｅχpectations and the company's business model
remains strong －and then possibly repeat the entire process over again. Along the way,
the best companies will continue to reward itsinvestors with increased dividend payouts
that coincide with the rising stock price｡
　　In the case of McDonalds, the accompanying graph indicates the g stock splits the
company has issued to shareholders since 1970. Based on the fictional grandparents as
shareholders situation where the initialholdings were 100 shares in January of 1970,
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to help determine the split-adjusted holding amounts. This is not an easy feat for the
mathematically intimidated learners, so itis necessary to walk students through the first2
stock splitsusing the board to write ｅχamples. Working in pairs helped provide elements
of collaborativelearning and, along with the board figures, served as ａform of scaffolding･
For some students figuring out the stock splits has an element of competition, since they
are quite eager to find the final answer. As students correctly crunched the data to
determine the final stock split(as is indicated in the chart below), they then realized that
the final holdings amount has changed from 100 shares in 1970 to ａ staggering 12,150
shares in 2007 alldue to the numerous stock splits.
　　Finally,l asked students to calculate the current value of the original 100 shares of
McDonalds stock. This is determined by taking the new split adjusted amount of 12,150
shares and multiplying it by the current stock price of $57.93. The new figure shows us
that the original 100 shares, that cost their grandparents $5,000 in January of 1970, are
now worth the rather hefty sum of $703,849.50. Revealing this figure is ａ powerful
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YearofStockSplit StockSplitRatio ReadjustedShares
1971 3:2 150





1989 2: 1 3,037.5
1994 2:1 6,075
1999 2: 1 12,150
learning ｅχperience for students' as many seem in awe of the dollar amounts as they
covert it to Japanese yen. It is at this moment that these young students likelylearned to
appreciate blue chip stocks and the value ofinvesting long-term.
　　The case study of McDonalds is important for Ｐ year students because it helps them
understand investing from both the personal and corporate side. The personal investor
benefits from ａ buy and hold strategy which appreciates through dividend reinvestments
coupled with multiple stock splits.Also, students begin to fathom how companies use the
splitto encourage new investors and maintain stockholders through a long-term policy of
increased dividends that helps develop trust.
Conclusion
　　The final investment scenario presented to　students is the notion　of setting
investment goals. While the stock performance of McDonalds since 1970 is certainly an
amazing success story,the fast food giant is unlikely to repeat such stellarresults over the
next few decades. Therefore, itis imperative for students to realize that itis in their best
interest to find the neχt great blue chip stock. l asked them to think about how they can
follow upstart industries and become better informed as personal investors.
　　For this particular class, individual portfolios are ａ large component of student
assessment. Quite often students reflect that the stock split lesson helped them to
become acquainted with financial markets and recognize why it is important for their
future. The knowledge acquired from this lesson using stock splits－ such as McDonalds,
P&G，and 3M － are allvaluable learning tools that can help provide an impetus for young
people to acquire deeper understanding of the stock market. All of which will directly
benefit students as they are placed on the path to take control of their financialfutures and
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become less dependent on the unpredictabilityofJapan's nationaland corporate pension
systems.
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